"Purified Water from A Masterpiece of Craftsmanship"

KitchenTop RO/DI Water Purification System

AQUATHIN® is proud to present the new and improved AQUATHIN® KITCHENTOP Water Purification System. The most beneficial kitchen appliance your family will use. The graceful transparent contours and gemlike facets of the cabinet enhance any kitchen and render the AQUATHIN® a masterpiece of craftsmanship. The advanced molecular structure of the LEXAN® cabinetry assures crystal clear clarity and clean refreshing taste. This technological triumph utilizes the superior purification methods of Reverse Osmosis plus Deionization, a patented process by AQUATHIN®. Test us against any other purifier (even a distiller) and satisfy yourself. The AQUATHIN® is specially designed to remove salts, nitrates, heavy metals, chemical pollutants, pesticides and disease causing waterborne microorganisms...

...For the Best Taste In Life.

Space Saver RO/DI Water System
Model SS-90

AQUATHIN® is pleased to present the new Space Saver 90 Water Purification System. The classic stainless steel and mirror like ends compliment any kitchen. Includes the same efficient process found in the Kitchen Top models.

Purifying the Waters of the World...

aquathin®
For the Best Taste in Life!
AQUATHIN® KITCHENTOP WATER SYSTEM MODEL KT90

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURES A PATENTED COUNTERTOP WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM IN THREE DURABLE DESIGNER COLORS, ELEGANT CONTOURS, TALL AND THIN TO EFFICIENTLY UTILIZE SPACE, FDA AND NSF APPROVED MATERIALS.

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURER'S THE PATENTED REVERSE OSMOSIS PLUS DEIONIZATION WATER PURIFICATION PROCESS.

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURER'S A FLUSHING MECHANISM TO PERIODICALLY FLUSH AWAY ANY POTENTIAL PLAQUING DEBRIS AND PROLONG THE EFFICIENCY AND LONGEVITY OF THE RO MEMBRANE.

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURES A HEAVY DUTY FAUCET COUPLER WITH BUILT-IN PURGE/BYPASS. HOUSING IS MADE OF HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC TO RESIST SCRATCHES, DETERGENTS, AND CRIMPS.

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURES A HEAVY DUTY FAUCET COUPLER WITH BUILT-IN PURGE/BYPASS. HOUSING IS MADE OF HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC TO RESIST SCRATCHES, DETERGENTS, AND CRIMPS.

ONLY AQUATHIN PROVIDES BUILT-IN RESERVOIR OVERFLOW AND GUTTER WITH 2 STAGE CHROME FAUCET FOR COMPLETE AND EFFICIENT DRAINAGE OF ALL PRODUCT WATER.

...AND ONLY AQUATHIN PROVIDES THE "AQUATHIN EXCLUSIVE LIFETIME WARRANTY" FOR PARTS, EXCEPT FOR MODULAR CHANGES AND ABUSE. WE G UARANTEE IT. NO ONE DOES IT BETTER!!!

SPECIFICATIONS:

DIMENSIONS

KT-90 Cabinet: 8 3/4” W X 10 3/8” H X 19” L
SS-90 Cabinet: 8 1/2” W X 5 1/2” H X 16” L
(15 lbs. or 6.8 kg) Comes with FREE Commemorative Coffee Mug.

REVERSE OSMOSIS MODULE AND PRODUCTION PER DAY

Model KT90-1 & SS90-1: Up to 12 gpd
Aquathin Spiral Wound Cellulose Trisulate.

Model KT90-2 & SS90-2: Up to 18 gpd.
Aquathin Spiral Wound Thin Film Composite.
Model SS90-P:
Thin Film Composite element with quite booster pump.

DEIONIZATION MODULE

1st stage: Proprietary Anionic plus Cationic Resin complementing the Aquathin Reverse Osmosis Element.
2nd stage: Granular Activated Carbon
3rd and 4th stages: Proprietary technology prevents reverse migration of contaminants.

PRESSURE TEST

Factory Certified and tested at 100 PSI.
All components are NSF Certified and/or FDA Approved materials.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE

PREFILTERS: YES, CARB 12, CARB 10, SED 10
KT-PBA: Zero noise 24 volt BOOSTER PUMP ASSEMBLY.
Plumbs directly into system when fed is below normal and/or more water is desired ... Operates at 100 PSI.

SIDE HANDLES: Decorative polished brass and ceramic.

APPLICATION

Where one desires the benefits of salt-free purified water as part of their daily dietary regimen. Perfect for cooking, drinking, and laboratory use.

No installation, plumbing or electric required. Easy to attach.

AQUATHIN® SPACE SAVER WATER SYSTEM MODEL SS-90

ONLY AQUATHIN PROVIDES AN ON/OFF TO FACILITATE OPTIONAL PERMANENT INSTALLATION.

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURER'S THE PATENTED REVERSE OSMOSIS PLUS DEIONIZATION WATER PURIFICATION PROCESS.

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURES A HEAVY DUTY FAUCET COUPLER WITH BUILT-IN PURGE/BYPASS. HOUSING IS MADE OF HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC TO RESIST SCRATCHES, DETERGENTS, AND CRIMPS.

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURER'S A FLUSHING MECHANISM TO PERIODICALLY FLUSH AWAY ANY POTENTIAL PLAQUING DEBRIS AND PROLONG THE EFFICIENCY AND LONGEVITY OF THE RO MEMBRANE.

ONLY AQUATHIN MANUFACTURER'S THE CLASSIC STAINLESS STEEL AND MIRROR LIKE ENDS TO COMPLIMENT ANY KITCHEN, WITH LEAK PROOF BOTTLE FILLER.

...AND ONLY AQUATHIN PROVIDES THE "AQUATHIN EXCLUSIVE LIFETIME WARRANTY" FOR PARTS, EXCEPT FOR MODULAR CHANGES AND ABUSE. WE G UARANTEE IT. NO ONE DOES IT BETTER!!!

Distributed by:

AQUATHIN CORP.
AQUATHIN BUSINESS CENTRE
950 South Andrews Avenue
Pompano Beach, Florida 33069 U.S.A.
www.aquathin.com

Water Quality Member
Since 1986
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